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Abstract 

Males outperform females on spatial tasks in a number of mammalian species.  

However, sex differences are not consistently found in laboratory rats and I 

investigated possible reasons for this.  I found no significant effect of the female 

oestrous cycle, landmark cues, and different types of spatial task on sex differences 

in spatial ability.  I then hypothesised that the performance of male and female rats 

on spatial tasks could be due to sex differences in response to stress or food 

restriction.  I tested groups of male and female rats in the radial arm maze under high 

and low stress conditions and high and low food restriction.  The results were not 

clear-cut, but female, and not male, rats‟ spatial performance may have been 

adversely affected by high levels of food restriction.  If food restricted female rats 

perform worse than food restricted males on spatial tasks, this could result in sex 

differences on appetitively-motivated spatial tasks. 

In a separate experiment I predicted that male Mongolian gerbils 

(Merionesunguiculatus) would have better spatial ability than conspecific females 

because they have larger ranges and larger hippocampal volumes.  Both range size 

and hippocampal volume is positively correlated with spatial ability.  I did not find a 

sex difference in spatial ability in gerbils.  There were also no sex differences in 

hippocampal volume in these subjects. 

To conclude, I found that high levels of food restriction adversely affect female rats‟ 

spatial performance and could cause sex differences in spatial ability on appetitively-

motivated tasks.  I did not find any sex differences in either hippocampal 

morphology or spatial ability in gerbils.  I found evidence to suggest that women‟s 

superior performance on object-location tasks is due to better feature memory rather 

than spatial memory, as was previously thought. 

 

  



Chapter 1 Spatial ability introduction and 

literature review 

1.1 Introduction and overview 

Many species show morphological and physiological differences between the sexes 

and there is also evidence for sex differences in cognitive abilities.  One of the best-

studied cognitive sex differences is an apparent male advantage in spatial cognition.  

There are a number of evolutionary hypotheses that have been proposed to explain 

this difference, and there are also endocrinological and neurophysiological data 

providing the mechanistic basis for such a difference between the sexes. 

1.1.1 What is spatial ability? 

Spatial ability is not a unitary ability; rather the concept is likely to encompass 

several different cognitive abilities.   

In humans spatial ability has been defined as: 

“The ability to imagine what an irregular figure would look 

like if it were rotated in space or the ability to discern the 

relationship among shapes and objects.” 

However, Linn and Peterson‟s (1985) meta-analysis of studies on sex differences in 

spatial abilities found that the studies tested three distinct types of spatial abilities: 

spatial perception, the ability to ignore distracting information in order to determine 

spatial relations; mental rotation, the ability to use the imagination to quickly and 

accurately rotate figures; and spatial visualization, being able to manipulate complex 

spatial information through several stages to reach the correct solution. 

Spatial ability tests 

In both rodents and humans many different tests of spatial ability are used and 

different types of test may measure different cognitive abilities.  Spatial ability tests 

in rodents usually involve the subjects learning to complete a maze.  However, even 

within maze tests different protocols may measure different things.  For example, the 

memory involved may be either working or reference memory.  Working memory 



can be defined as retaining trial-specific information, which is usually only useful for 

a short period of time, while reference memory involves information that remains 

constant over time (task-specific information) and is usually of a longer duration 

(Bimonte et al., 2000). 

Mental rotation test:  which of the figures on the right are the same as the one on the 

left, except for orientation? 

 

Embedded figures test:  trace the outline of the shape on the left within the figure on 

the right. 

 

1.1.2 Which species show sex differences in spatial ability? 

Although the male advantage in spatial cognition is sometimes considered to be 

universal, to my knowledge only 11 species have actually been tested for sex 

differences in spatial ability (table 1.1).  Of these, only six species, all of which are 

primates or rodents, show a male advantage in spatial ability.  Five other species 

(more rodents and a single bird species) have been tested but no differences have 

been found. 

There is variation, both within and between species, in sex differences in spatial 

ability that needs to be explained. 

1.2 Mechanistic explanations 

The mechanism of why the males and females of certain species have different 

spatial abilities can be described in several different ways: the ways in which their 



brains differ, the effects of sex hormones, possible effects of differential experience, 

and sex-specific cognitive styles. 

1.3 Alternative explanations 

The evolutionary hypotheses all assume that sex differences in spatial ability are 

adaptive products of natural selection.  However, it is also possible that the observed 

sex differences in spatial ability are a by-product of selection for another feature 

(Gould &Lewontin, 1979).  The way that spatial ability is tested, especially in 

rodents, means that spatial ability could be confounded with another feature that 

shows variation between the sexes, i.e. the tests might not be testing differences in 

spatial ability, but rather differences in another trait. 

These separate lines of evidence consistently point to two ways of solving spatial 

problems: 

The „male-typical‟ cognitive style may activate the hippocampus to use distant 

navigational or geometric cues.   

The „female-typical‟ cognitive style may use the parietal and prefrontal cortex to 

learn and recall more local, landmark cues. 

Hypothesis Species Prediction Selective pressure 

Dispersal Any Dispersing sex better Natal dispersal 

distance 

Fertility and parental 

care 

Any Female<male Females reduce 

mobility to decrease 

mortality 

 

Block 1 Block 2 Block 3 Block 4 Block 5 Block 6 

0.8 0.6 1.8 0.6 0.2 0 



Block 1 Block 2 Block 3 Block 4 Block 5 Block 6 

1.8 2.4 2 2.2 0.8 3.2 

1.2 0.2 0.4 0 0.4 0 

1.4 0.6 0.4 0.8 0.2 0.2 

2.6 1.4 1.8 1 0.6 1.4 

 

 

 


